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MODELS
FORCED COOLING
- F1-VRFE (Vertical, Forced Cooling, Electric Start,
with battery charger)

- F1-AERF (45°, Forced Cooling, Electric Start,
with battery charger)

VERTICAL/ REVERSED
- F1-VM/ F1-RM
(Manual Start)

- F1-VE/ F1-RE
(Electric Start, with battery charger)

- F1-VME/ F1-RME
(Manual and Electric Start)

- F1-VMEC/ F1-RMEC
(Manual and Electric Start with battery
charger)

SLOPE AT 45°
- F1-AM (Manual Start)
- F1-AE (Electric Start, with battery charger)
- F1-AME (Manual and Electric Start)
- F1-AMEC (Manual and Electric Start with battery charger)

SLOPE 90° 180 cc

CL 200cc
Corsa lunga

180cc
200cc CL
With clutch With clutch

- F1-M9

M9-CL

M9-F

M9 CL- F

E9-CL

E9-F

E9 CL- F

ME9-CL

ME9-F

ME9 CL- F

(Manual Start)

- F1-E9
(Electric Start, with battery charger)

- F1-ME9
(Manual and Electric Start)

- F1-ME9C

ME9 C-CL

-

-

(Manual and Electric Start
with battery charger)
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INTRODUCTION
Congratulations on purchasing a MINARI ENGINE.
This user’s guide is an integral part of the engine. It must be
kept and attached to it in the event that it is transferred to a new
user. This document has the purpose to provide the motor user
with all the necessary information to enable to be used properly,
autonomously and safely.
In case this manual it seems unclear or incomplete for you in
some parts or not exhaustive, we invite you to contact our head
office or an authorized dealer.
Parmakit reserves the right to modify without prior notice: drawings, specifications, components and details of the engine without incurring in any obligation on the part of the dealer and /
or the buyer.
All engines with the MINARI ENGINE brand are tested before
of delivery over a check-up of about 20 minutes to verify the operation of all parts at all speeds.
Performance, reliability and durability of the engine depends on
its correct use over time It is forbidden to anyone to disclose,
modify or use for their own purposes this manual or parts of it.
GENERAL WARNINGS
Parmakit and distributors decline any responsibility either directly
or indirectly linked to the improper use of motors of MINARI ENGINE brand, especially if they are modified or tampered by third
parties and are not responsible for damage due to poor maintenance or incorrect installation.
Poor maintenance and incorrect assembly will cause the end of
the warranty.
WARNING: Engine modifications made by the buyer or removing the original parts equipment may can make the engine
dangerous! We recommend to follow the instructions in this manual for their own and for third parties safety.
The use of this engine is risky, so you must pay close attention
before, during and after use to avoid wrong and unsafe maneuver
and prevent very serious accidents. The engine is not certified
and may turned off at any time. Before every time use, ensure
that the engine conditions are suitable to safe use. Parmakit does
not grant any warranty against accidents, breaks, injury or death.
This engine is not covered by any product liability insurance.
The use of it automatically determines the assumption of all risks
for its use and own responsibility for damages to themselves
same or to third parties, accidents, injury or death.
SALES CONDITIONS
PRICES - Prices quoted are EX WORKS
They are not binding and are subject to change without notice
also during the same delivery order.
ORDERS - Purchase orders must clearly refer to the catalog data,
as well as any references you may have.
For materials not contemplated, a sample or drawing must be sent.
Any direct or indirect order is subject to our approval.
DELIVERY - Failure to deliver the goods due to major force or
delays with respect to delivery date established by our offer or confirmation, will not give up to any claims or refunds.
RETURN - Unless otherwise agreed, the approval return goods,
must arrive in our warehouse with DDU terms.
SHIPMENTS - The goods always travel at customer risk
Any insurance are chargeable to the customer. Without buyer indications, the shipment will be arranged with our selected forwarders but without any responsibility.
PACKING AND TRANSPORT - Prices are always quoted without
packing and transport costs. These costs will always be charged
separately in the invoice.
CLAIMS AND RETURNS - We do not accept complaints after 10
days from receipt of the goods. For any reason will be accepted
return for regularly ordered and delivered goods.
In case, special agreement about it, need our written authorization.
NOTE: The above sales conditions are fully and unconditionally accepted by sending the order
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written or verbal, except, in case, our specific written exceptions.
WARRANTY
All the faults we recognize, caused by defective materials or workmanship, will be replaced only if they have not been worked,
modified or changed by customer. The warranty period is 1 year
from the date of the purchase invoice. Our responsibility remains
anyhow strictly limited to the replacement of the original parts that
must be sent/shipped to our warehouse with DDU terms at customer’s charge.
The goods sent for to be replaced will remain property of Parmakit.
Warranty will be limited to the replacement of the parts received
that we found really defective, excluding work/tool operation by
third parties and shipping costs. No responsibility will be charged
to Parmakit and / or the engine dealer for damages of any nature
caused to people, animals and things throughout the engine life
and for direct and indirect damage to the engine or vehicle. (Frame/Trike and other...)
ARE NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY OR CLAIMS, DAMAGES
CAUSED:
- to people, animals and / or things caused by generic use of
the engine;
- to people, animals and / or things caused by a collision
with any moving part of the engine or detached from this;
- vehicle and / or vehicle components caused by any
vehicle part coming from the engine;
- recovery, shipment, phone or charges for any type,
inconvenience, loss of time or others
CORRECT WARRANTY MODE - Deliver the engine to the authorized dealer, providing a copy of purchase documents/invoices
and original warranty certificate, validated with stamp and signature of the dealer..
DEALERS - Parmakit assumes no responsibility for the dealers
and agents for brand MINARI ENGINE as they, in sales relations
with third parties, they operate in their own name and on their behalf.
COMPLAINTS - For any controversy is competent only the Judicial
Court of Parma.
END OF WARRANTY REASONS
The reasons for the warranty are decayed:
- Normal mechanical wear of parts
- Engine damages for accidental causes, dust suction, water etc;
- Failure maintenance;
- Casual shock of any nature;
- Application of unsuitable or improper or not original spare parts;
- Seizure of the cylinder, piston and concauses;
- Use of the engine with excessive and prolonged load;
- Modifications of any nature and entity on the engine made by
unauthorized personnel;
- The use of the engine in speed races or endurance races;
- Any change to the nature of the engine;
- Alteration or cancellation of engine serial number;
- Improper engine mounting on the frame, trike or vehicle used;
- Obstruction of engine cooling air intakes;
- Use of fuels/mixture other than those indicated here
DEMOLITION AND DISPOSAL
Before proceeding with the demolition of the engine, is required remove and dispose of, according to applicable laws and local regulations, all the details that can cause damage to the environment
PLASTIC ITEMS: Remove and dispose separately
CARBON STEEL ELEMENTS: Recycle through the appropriate
collection centers
ALUMINIUM PARTS: Recycle through the appropriate collection
centers
OILS AND LUBRICANTS: Recycle through the appropriate collection centers
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CERTIFICATE OF WARRANTY
This warranty certificate must be stamped by the dealer and sent to PARMAKIT by e-mail, fax or postal mail
no later than a maximum time of 60 days with a copy or an original proof of purchase issued by the dealer
(invoice or receipt).

CERTIFICATE OF WARRANTY

Name and surname of the client
Company name of the client
Address of the client

Engine serial number

Date of purchase of the engine

OFFICIAL DEALER’S STAMP

Dealer’s signature

Client’s signature

Warning!
This is not a certificated aircraft engine! It has not received the safety and durability testings specified by aircraft standards. It is only for use in uncertificated experimental aicraftS or vehicles when there is no risk for the safety due to an engine failure. Never use the aicrafts or vehicles equipped with this engine in circumstances or in areas, in weather conditions or in altitudes where you have no chances for successful landing after an
engine failure. The user is taking all risks resulting from the use of this engine and he is aware of the possibility of sudden functional disturbances.
By signing this form, the customer has read, understood and accepted all the terms and conditions of the guarantee referred to page 17 of this
manual. The data will be recorded in a paper and / or computerized and will be treated in a confidential way by MINARI ENGINE according to
Legislative Decree 196 of 30 June 2003 on the protection of personal data.
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INSTALLING THE ENGINE ON THE FRAME
To fix the engine on a frame refer to the pictures of hang point in
the appendix for all models.
Pay close attention that no one object obstruct or it may obstruct
the opening of the grip of the conveyor air in the forced cooling or
Air box for other models, for to avoid problem caused for incorrect
cooling of the engine that can causing irreparable damages.
VERY IMPORTANT: Ensure the engine and the muffler to the frame with steel or other safety cables that in case of breakage of
engine or muffler support, they allow to the engine to not get out
from the frame.
PROPELLER
To make the most of the potential of the Minari engine, we suggest
to use a propeller to allow the engine reaches a maximum speed
between 8000 and 8300 rpm. The engine must NEVER exceed
8500 rpm.
FUEL
MINARI ENGINES motors are 2 stroke engines and require
a mixture of gasoline and synthetic oil at 2,5%. Use only
quality unleaded gasoline with no octane lower than 95 and
a good quality synthetic oil.
WARNING: Please note that an excessive quantity of oil
does not extend the life of the engine.
A wrong quantity of oil leads to the seizure. The right percentage of
oil is reported above (2,5%).
WARNING: Gasoline is extremely flammable and explosive. Carry
out refueling and mixing operations in a well-ventilated place with
an engine switched off.
Not smoking, do not cause sparks or flames in the area where the
gasoline is stored and where the refueling takes place.
SPARK PLUG
Recommended spark plugs are: NGK BR8ES, with temperatures
between -10° and + 15 ° C degrees ; NGK BR9ES, with temperatures between + 16 and + 40 ° C. degrees
Replace it every 25 hours of use.
Before replace the new spark plug, check that the distance among
the two electrodes are between 0.7 and 0.9 mm.
APPROPRIATE USING MODE
Use full power only in special cases, to avoid too poor mixing, release the accelerator
to a descending phase and then gradually re-accelerate to get a
proper regime.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
Your engine, during normal use, reaches a temperature under
spark plug of 220/260 ° C. This value can change depending by
different reason as for example the weight load, the temperature
conditions, the humidity rate, the fuel used and so on.
STARTING OPERATION
DO NOT START THE ENGINE WITHOUT THE PROPELLER TO
DO NOT DAMAGE IT IRREPARABLY!
Before proceeding with “preliminary operation to start” check
on:
- Check the tightening of the bolts;
- Check the perfect and proper state of all components.
VERY IMPORTANT: Never pull the starter handle while the engine is running.
Once the engine is started, firmly secure the starter handle
to the frame for to avoid it may can interfere with the movement parts on the engine, causing damage or accidents.
WE DO NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGES CAUSED FROM
THE FAILURE TO COMPLY AND RESPECT
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THE PROCEDURES LISTED OVER AND ABOVE
PRELIMONARY STEPS
Before starting the engine make sure that the tank vent valve is
open; the low fuel input during the engine running, causes sudden
shutdown and serious damage to engine parts. Pump the fuel in
the carburetor using a manual or automatic pump to be integrated
in the power supply circuit. Press and hold venting button located
on the carburetor (fig.1 on page 10), pump the fuel until it fully fills
the fuel pipe to the carburetor and be sure that there are no air
bubbles on it
MANUAL ENGINES STARTING
-STANDARD UNIT-NO CLUTCH!
After performing the “preliminary steps” and be sure that no object
obstructs the movement of the motor parts, grasp the handle of
the manual starter and pulling it slowly until the engine arrive to
the compression phase (that is, the hardest point to pull), stop and
let the rope rewind.
Then pull the handle by making a fast and decisive move (without
carrying the rope for more than 70-80cm to avoid to damage starter parts) and repeat the operation until the engine starts.
MANUAL ENGINE STARTING UNIT- WITH CLUTCH
After performing the “preliminary steps” and be sure that no object
obstructs the movement of the motor parts, grasp the handle of
the manual starter and pulling it slowly “until to arrive a little over
the compression phase position of the engine” (that is, the hardest
point to pull)
During this operation you will perceive two clicks, let rewind the
rope and then pull the handle by making a fast and decisive move
(without carrying the rope for more than 70-80 cm to avoid to damage starter parts) and repeat the operation until the engine starts.
ELECTRIC ENGINE STARTING
After performing the “preliminary steps” and be sure that no object
obstructs the movement of the motor parts, press the ignition button and release it as soon as the engine starts.
CARBURETOR
MINARI engines are equipped with WALBRO carburetor Model
WB-37 (see Photo 1 on page 10).
CHECK BASIC CARBURETION
The carburetor calibration values in the list on page 11 are expressed in minutes as a clock (60 ‘= 1 Turn).
To calibrate the registers screw them in clockwise direction (without forcing!!).
Then unscrew them to the values shown in the table-list. The values reported are only “indicative” ! They do not take into account
important factors such as: humidity rate, altitude, fuel type, etc. For
a good engine carburetion see next paragraph.
CARBURETION CONTROL
Each temperature, humidity rate, and altitude variation, need to
adjust the carburetion of your engine.
To properly make the carburetion check, get the engine for 1 minute to approx 7500 RPM.
Turn off the engine and remove the spark plug and observe the
color of the upper electrode.
If the color of the electrode it is “light brown or white”, is necessary
to increase the fuel mixture unscrewing the register of maximum
(H) If the color is “black” it is necessary to reduce the fuel mixture
by tighten the register of the maximum (H)
RUNNING OF THE ENGINE
To make a good run-in, once the engine has started, hold it at
idle speed by giving slight accelerated until it reaches the normal
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operating temperature for at least 10 minutes.
During the first uses for the first 20 Lt of fuel, do not hold the engine
at maximum rotation speed for more than 5 minutes. After first 10
hours, it’s very important to check the bolts/screws (head, cylinder,
exhaust) according to table Pag.14 and check also the belt tension.
ENGINE TURN OFF
To turn off the engine, use a specific button
CLEANING
In order to avoid burns, engine cleaning obviously must be done
with the engine
off and cold, using a soft cloth and neutral cleaning products.
TRANSPORT
Carry out only with a cold engine. Be very careful to any fuel leakage that may cause fires
MAINTENANCE
In order to ensure a good engine running over time and maintain
the warranty, some maintenance work must be done BEFORE
each use, others should be done after a certain number of hours
of use (see table on page 22)
REMOVAL AND CLEANING AIR FILTER
Regularly clean or replace the air filter because this, if dirty, can
compromise performance of the engine and accelerate the deterioration of some parts such as piston, rings and cylinder.
To access to the filter, loosen the metal clamp and remove the 6
screws of the cover. Wash the filter material in hot water using
detergent or gasoline and after that, dry it.
Clean the inside of the air box and making be sure there are no
dust or objects inside. Refit everything.
Every 2-3 washings, the air filter must be replaced with a new one.
In all cases, if the filter present a strong concentration of dust or
impurities must be replaced with a new one.
REPLACEMENT STARTER ROPE IN THE MANUAL STARTER
-STANDARD UNIT -NO CLUTCH
Before performing the steps below, please wear gloves and
protective goggles!
Proceed with the steps below:
1) Remove the manual starter from the engine by unscrewing the
4 screws and remove the handle;
2) Remove the center screw of the starter, metal cover and cylindrical spring;
3) Remove the clamping teeth and, if worn, replace them;
4) Remove the plastic pulley from the crankcase;
5) Remove the worn rope and take the new rope of length not
less than 2 mt and in diameter between 3-4 mm (item code
N004.79);
6) Make a knot at one end of the rope. Insert the not knotted end
rope in the appropriate hole on the pulley and pull it firmly to
enter the knot inside the seat (see photo n. 4 page 10);
7) Wrap the rope in counterclockwise around the pulley, with the
spring seat facing down and the grafting mechanism upwards.
Do not wrap the rope for more than 4 turns;
8) Holding the pulley upside-down with the spring upwards, to
prevent the spring leaving from the seat, pass the rope end not
knotted through the hole of the starter case;
9) Insert the pulley again into the seat of the starter case and be
sure to correctly fix the rewind spring hook (see picture n. 2
and n. 3 on page 10);
10) Reinsert or replace the clamping teeth as shown in picture n.
5 and the rest parts.
Apply a drop of medium glue on the thread of the central screw
and tighten it firmly;
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11) Reassemble the manual starter on the engine by fixing it with
the 4 screws;
12) Pass the rope through the pulley on your frame and pull it to
rotate the pulley of the starter
half turn (no more). Reassemble the handle by keeping the
rope in tension and fasten it with a knot. Cut the excess rope.
REPLACEMENT STARTER ROPE IN THE MANUAL STARTER
IN “CLUTCHED ENGINE”
Before performing the steps below, please wear gloves and
protective goggles!
Proceed with the steps below:
1) See point 1 of the previous paragraph;
2) Remove the clip using a nipper tool (see photo n.6 at page 10)
and remove the washers;
3) See point 3 of the previous paragraph;
4) See point 4 of the previous paragraph;
5) See point 5 of the previous paragraph;
6) See point 6 of the previous paragraph;
7) See point 7 of the previous paragraph;
8) See point 8 of the previous paragraph;
9) See point 9 of the previous paragraph;
10) Reinsert or replace the clamping teeth, the washers and the
clip make sure that clip will be properly positioned (as shown in
picture n.6 and n.7 on page 10)
11) See point 11 of the previous paragraph;
12) See point 12 of the previous paragraph;
REPLACEMENT STARTER SPRING IN THE MANUAL
STARTER- STANDARD UNIT - NO CLUTCH
Before performing the steps below, please wear gloves and
prtective goggles!
Proceed with the steps below:
1) Remove the manual starter from the engine by unscrewing the
4 screws and remove the handle;
2) Remove the center screw of the starter, metal cover and cylindrical spring;
3) Remove the clamping teeth and, if worn, replace them;
4) Remove the plastic pulley from the crankcase;
5) Turn upside down the pulley, remove the damaged spring
and put in the new spring (item code M001.13) in the seat (as
shown in picture n 3 on page 10);
6) Taking the pulley in upside down position, to prevent the
spring falling out from the seat, pass the not knotted rope end
through the hole of the starter case;
7) Insert the pulley again into the seat of the starter case and be
sure to correctly fix the rewind spring hook in his place (see
picture n.2 on page 10);
8) Reinsert or replace the clamping teeth as shown in picture n.5
and the rest parts.
Apply a drop of medium glue on the thread of the central screw
and tighten it firmly;
9) Reassemble the manual starter on the engine by fixing it with
the 4 screws;
10) Pass the rope through the pulley on your frame and pull it to
rotate the pulley of the starter of a half turn (no more). Reassemble the handle by keeping the rope in tension and fasten it
with a knot.
REPLACEMENT STARTER SPRING IN THE MANUAL STARTER IN - ”CLUTCHED ENGINE”
Before performing the steps below, please wear gloves and
protective goggles!
Proceed with the steps below:
1) Remove the manual starter from the engine by unscrewing the
4 screws and remove the handle;
2) Remove the clip using a nipper tool (see photo n.6 at page 10)
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and remove the washers;
3) Remove the clamping teeth and, if worn, replace them;
4) Remove the plastic pulley from the crankcase
5) Remove the damaged spring by pulling it out of the seat by
levering it with a flat-plate screwdriver.
Clean and use grease on the spring seat;
6) Place the new spring (item code M001.13/SC) inside the proper position;
7) Insert the rope into the hole in the starter crankcase and place the pulley inside the case making sure to correctly fix the
rewind spring hook in his place;
8) Reinsert or replace the clamping teeth, the washers and the
clip. Make sure that clip will be properly positioned (as shown
in pictures n.6 and n.7 on page 10)
9) Reassemble the manual starter on the engine by fixing it with
the 4 screws;
10) Pass the rope through the pulley on your frame and pull it to
rotate the pulley of the starter of a half turn (no more). Reassemble the handle by keeping the rope in tension and fasten it
with a knot.

2) After removing the throttle cable from the carburetor, the fuel
pipe and depressor tube, unscrew the allen screws and remove the carburetor from the engine;
3) Remove the top cover;
4) Remove the membrane to be replaced, clean the filter (fig. 12
pag 11) and put in the new membrane, making sure to fit the
balancer part into the groove placed under the membrane; (fig.
13 pag 11)
5) Reassemble now the top cover by tightening the 4 screws appropriately;
6) Remove the lower cap;
7) Remove the membrane to be replaced, clean the filter (fig.14
pag 11) and place it the new membrane;
8) Reassemble now the cap by tightening the 4 screws properly;
9) Reassemble now the carburetor paying attention to repositioning all parts in correct way, tighten the bolts/screws as shown
in the table;
10) Reconnect fuel pipe, depressor tube, accelerator cable and the
air box.

BELT TENSIONING
An excessive strain/tension on the belt causes it to overheat
and following damage on it.
Low strain/tension causes the slip of the belt and one early
wear.
This procedure requires following tools:
The eccentric wrench we supplied (item code 57004.97), a torque
wrench, a bush n.13 for hexagonal nuts and an allen key of n.6
To tension the belt proceed as follows:
1) Fully loosen the allen screw that blocks the eccentric stretcher
part, turning it counterclockwise (picture n.8 on page 10);
2) Place the eccentric wrench behind the pulley, (as in picture
n.10 on page 11);
3) Set the torque wrench at 10 Nm and hook it, fitted with the bush
number 13, to the eccentric wrench
making sure to line them up (as in photo n.9 on page 10);
4) Push the torque wrench to the engine head (as in photo n. 11
on page 11) and stop it when the torque key will make a “click”;
5) Holding the torque wrench in the position of click, tighten the
Allen screw that locks the eccentric stretcher part (picture n.8
on page 10)
At this point you can stop keeping the key pressed.
IMPORTANT: Before tightening the Allen screw, make sure that
the big pulley and the small pulley are perfectly aligned!
BELT REPLACEMENT
This procedure requires following tools:
The eccentric wrench we supplied (item code 57004.97), a torque
wrench, a bush n. 13 for hexagonal nuts and an Allen key of n.6
To replace the belt proceed as follows
1) Fully loosen the allen screw that blocks the eccentric stretcher
part, turning it counterclockwise
(picture n.8 on page 10);
2) Rotate the eccentric stretcher with the appropriate eccentric
wrench in the clockwise direction making the two pulleys as
close as possible;
3) Remove the worn belt, clean the pulley grooves from the rubber residues and fit the new belt;
4) Tension the new belt following the previous paragraph instruction;
5) Important. Check the tension of the new belt after first new use.
IMPORTANT: Before tightening the Allen screw, make sure
that the big pulley and the small pulley are perfectly aligned!
REPLACING CARBURETOR MEMBRANES
1) Remove the air box by loosening the metal clamp;
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TABLE OF MAINTENANCES

ORDINARY MAINTENANCE

PERIOD

BEFORE
EVERY USE

EVERY 25 HOURS

- Control of the tightening of the bolts and nuts of the engine and the frame
- Verify the engine mounts and exhaust mounts (silent - block)
- Belt tension control
- Check that the safety systems are intact
- Check the condition of the wiring and the connector plug
- Check the condition of the rope of the starter and the starter rim on engine with electric start.
- Check that the two joints of the exhaust are not blocked
- Check and clean the carburetor
- Verify the manual starter grafting teeth wear condition
- Check and clean the air filter
- Replacement of the spark plug
- Replacement of the exhaust springs
- Disassemble the two joints of the exhaust, clean and lubricate them.
- Check and clean electrical contacts and wiring
- Replacement of the starter rope (for manual starter engine)
- Replacement of the drive belt
- Replacement of all the engine and exhaust mounts (silent block)
- Check the airbox rubber sleeve wear

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE

*

EVERY 50 HOURS

OPERATIONS

- Check wear conditions of clutch assemblly and clutch bell
- Replacement of the membranes of the carburetor
EVERY 100 HOURS - Replacement of the cylinder gaskets
- Replacement of the head gaskets
- Scraping of the combustion chamber
- Clean the decompressor hole
EVERY 200 HOURS - Replacement piston rings
- Replacement piston, suitable for cylinder tolerance
- Replacing the reed valvle
- Replacement of the pulley bearings
- Replacement of the clutch bel berings
EVERY 400 HOURS - Replacement of the crankshaft
- Replacement of the crankshaft bearings
- Replacement of the crankshaft oil seals

* To be made by authorized persons only!

WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MALFUNCTION OR DAMAGE CAUSED BY MAINTENANCE WORK
PROVIDED BY NOT AUTHORIZED PERSONS.
For information about the nearest authorized center, please contact us by email or phone
(see details on the last page)
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Absence of fuel
Wrong carburation
Carburetor with problems
Don’t get fuel to the carburetor
Old or unsuitable gasoline
Electrical plant with problems
Flooded engine

THE ENGINE FAILS TO START

Spark plug darkened or wet

VARIOUS TROUBLES

Worn or broken antivibrations
Dirty or worn belt or poor draft
Turns off the unexpectedly due to overheating
Oil leakage from the gaskets and / or oil seals
Oil leakage from crankcase

Spark plug with fuel deposits in the electrode
Spark plug cap not installed correctly
Defective spark plug
Broken components (muffler, bearings, etc)
Damaged propeller

Incorrect Carburation
Dirty air filter
Faulty spark plug
Wrong belt tension
Gasoline old, with water or other fluids, dirty or
with a wrong percentage of oil
Intake or exhaust clogged
Suction of air from the joints
Cylinder and / or piston with problems
Membranes of the carburetor worn
Slats broken or deformed
Exhaust dirty
Head with bunker
Carburetor filters dirty

ENGINE WITH IRREGULAR OR POOR
POWER

Reed valve worn
Vacuum hose disconnected or torn
Off button to ground
Spark plug doesen’t emit the spark

POSSIBLE CAUSE

TROUBLE

Remove the spark plug and the carburetor, run the engine eith the starter
and dry the spark plug or let it dry
Clean it with suitable material or replace it
Check or replace
Replace spark plug
Check the engine and not use it until resolution of the problem
If it has small lesions to be repaired ONLY BY EXPERT PEOPLES otherwise
you need to replace it
Replace the engine and exhaust mounts (silent - block)
Clean, replace or make proper tensions
Check the cause of overheating
Replace gaskets and / or the oil seals
Remove the crinkease, clean it and put new sealant

Check and clean airbox, exhaust pipe and silencer
Check and, if necessary, replace gaskets, o-rings and oil seals
Replace cylinder and / or piston
Replace the membranes
Replace the reed valve
Clean or replace the sound absorbing material of the silencer
Clean the combustion chamber
Clean and check the carburetor

Calibrate the carburetor
Clean or replace the air filter
Replace
Check and reset
Empty the tank and the supply circuit and replace gasoline

Add fuel
Make new calibration as instranctions (see table on page 11)
Clean and check the carburetor
Check the power supply circuit of the fuel
Empty the tank and the supply circuit and replace gasoline
Check for exposed wires and / or oxidized contacts
Remove the spark plug, run the engine by using the starter, replace the
spark plug after it has been dried out or replace it with a new one
Replace the reed valve, check for correct installation
Reconnect or replace the hose
Check the function of the button, the cables and wirings
Check pipette, wiring and stop button, if ok replace the spark plug

SOLUTION

TABLE OF TROUBLESHOOTING
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DETTAGLI TECNICI PER TUTTI I MODELLI F1 180cc (200cc)
- MOTORE
Monocilindrico 2T
- CARTER MOTORE
Magnesio
- CILINDRO
Alluminio, 6 travasi con riporto
in nichel silicio
- PISTONE
2 segmenti spessore 1.2mm in
acciaio cromato
- RAFFREDDAMENTO
Naturale o aria forzata
- DIAMETRO E CORSA
66x52.8 (66x56,8)
- CILINDRATA
181.23cc (200cc)
- RAPPORTO DI
COMPRESSIONE
11:1 (12:1)
- ASPIRAZIONE
Valvola lamellare ad anticipo variabile
- CARBURATORE
Walbro WB 37 C
- POTENZA MAX
27CV a 8000 rpm (29CV a 8000 rpm)
- ACCENSIONE
Elettronica ad anticipo variabile
- AVVIAMENTO
Manuale - Elettrico
Manuale + Elettrico
Elettrico + Manuale
- TRASMISSIONE
Cinghia POLY-V
- RIDUZIONE
Puleggie rapporto 1/2.76
- SUPPORTI MOTORE
4-6 Antivibranti
- CARBURANTE
Benzina verde + olio sintetico al 2.5%
- SENSO DI ROTAZIONE
Antiorario frontale
- FILTRO ARIA
Airbox
- CARICA BATTERIE
Potenza in uscita 80W a 5.000 Rpm
- CAPPUCCIO CANDELA
Antidisturbo
- MARMITTA
Con silenziatore in alluminio

TECHNICAL DETAILS FOR ALL MODELS F1 180cc (200cc)
- ENGINE
Monocylinder 2 strokes
- CRANKCASE
Magnesium
- CYLINDER
Alluminium, 6 ports with nickel-silicon plating
- PISTON
2 rings thikness, 1.2mm chromed steel
- COOLING
Natural or air forced
- DIAMETER & STROKE 66x52.8 (66x56,8)
- CUBIC CAPACITY
181.23cc (200cc)
- COMPRESSION RATIO 11:1 (12:1)
- INLET
Crankcase reed valve with 4 petals
- CARBURETOR
Walbro WB 37 C
- MAX POWER
27HP at 8000 rpm (29HP at 8000rpm)
- IGNITION
Electronic with variable advance
- STARTING
Manual - Electric
Manual + Electric
Electric + Manual
- TRANSMISSION
POLY-V Belt
- REDUCTION
Pulley ratio 1/2.76
- ENGINE SUPPORTS 4-6 silent-block
- FUEL
Unleaded gasoline + 2.5% of synthetic oil
- ROTATION SENSE
Frontal anti-clockwise
- AIR FILTER
Airbox
- BATTERY CHARGE Output power 80W at 5.000 Rpm
- SPARK PLUG CAP
Antijammin
- EXHAUST
With aluminium muffler

DÉTAILS TECHNIQUES APPLICABLES Á TOUS LES MODÈLES F1 180cc (200cc)
- MOTEUR
Monocylindrique à 2 temps
- CARTER MOTEUR
Magnésium
- CYLINDRE
Aluminium, 6 rayonnages avec
report en nickel-silicium
- PISTON
2 segments de 1.2mm d’épaisseur
en acier chromé
- REFROIDISSEMENT
Naturel ou à l’air forcé
- DIAMÈTRE ET COURSE 66x52.8 (66x56,8)
- CYLINDRÉE
181.23cc (200cc)
- RAPPORT DE
COMPRESSION
11:1 (12:1)
- ASPIRATION
Valve lamellaire dans le carter à 4 pétales
- CARBURATEUR
Walbro WB 37 C
- PUISSANCE MAX
27 HP at 8000 rpm (29HP a 8000 rpm)
- ALLUMAGE
Électronique avec avance variable
- DÉMARRAGE
Manual - Électrique
Manual + Électrique
Électrique + Manual
- TRANSMISSION
Courroie POLY-V
- RÉDUCTION
Poulies avec rapport 1/2.76
- SUPPORTS DU MOTEUR 4-6 silent-blocks
- CARBURANT
Essence sans plomb + huil synthétique à 2.5%
- ROTATION
Antihoraire frontal
- FILTRE À AIR
Airbox
- CHARGEUR
DE BATTERIES
Puissance en sortie 80W à 5000 Rpm
- CAPUCHON DE
LA BOUGIE
Anti-dérangement
- ÉCHAPPEMENT
avec silencieux en aluminium
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SCHEMA COLLEGAMENTI ELETTRICI
WIRINGS CONNECTION DIAGRAMS
DIAGRAMME DES CÂBLAGES

MOTORI 2 CANDELE
ENGINES 2 SPARK PLUGS
MOTEURS 2 BOUGIE
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3 - INGOMBRI E PUNTI DI FISSAGGIO
DIMENSIONS & FIXING POINTS
DIMENSIONS ET ATTACHES
MOTORI VERTICALI - VERTICAL ENGINES - MOTEURS VERTICAUX
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MOTORI ROVESCIATI
REVERSED ENGINES
MOTEURS RENVERSÉS
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MOTORI INCLINATI A 45°
ENGINES - SLOPE AT 45°
MOTEURS INCLINÉS À 45°
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MOTORI INCLINATI A 90°
ENGINE - SLOPE AT 90°
MOTEURS INCLINÉS À 90°
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MOTORI VERTICALI A RAFFREDDAMENTO FORZATO
FORCED COOLING VERTICAL ENGINE
MOTEUR VERTICAUX À REFROIDISSEMENT FORCÉ
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MOTORI A 45° A RAFFREDDAMENTO FORZATO
ENGINE SLOPE AT 45° - FORCED COOLING
MOTEURS INCLINÉS À 45° À REFROIDISSEMENT FORCÉ
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CONTATTI / CONTACTS / CONTACTS
uscita Parma
centro A1-E35
exit Parma centre
A1-E35

Uscita tangenziale
sud n.12
tangential exit
south 12

Parmakit - MINARI ENGINE è situata nel quartiere artigianale di Lemignano di Collecchio in provincia di Parma, a soli 15 minuti
dall’aeroporto Giuseppe Verdi e 20 minuti dalla stazione ferroviaria di Parma. Dall’uscita PARMA NORD dell’autostrada A1 prendere
la Tangeziale Sud, poi l’uscita 12 su via La Spezia e proseguire in direzione Collecchio.
GPS:latitudine:44.7686009 longitudine: 10.27228
MINARI ENGINE c/o Parmakit S.r.l.
strada Antolini, 18/C
43044 Lemignano di Collecchio - PARMA
Tel: 0521-303413 / Fax: 0521-543379
Email: info@minari-engine.com - Web: www.minari-engine.com
Parmakit - MINARI ENGINE is located in the workshop area of Lemignano Collecchio in the province of Parma, jst 15 minutes from
Giuseppe Verdi Airport and 20 minutes from the train station in Parma. From the exit PARMA NORD of the highway A1 take the tangential south, take exit 12 and continue on Via La Spezia direction Collecchio.
GPS: latitude:44.7686009 longitude: 10.27228
MINARI ENGINE c/o Parmakit S.r.l.
Strada Antolini, 18/C
43044 Lemignano di Collecchio - PARMA - Italy
Tel: 0039-(0)521-303413 / Fax: 0039-(0)521-543379
Email: info@minari-engine.com - Web: www.minari-engine.com
Parmakit - MINARI ENGINE est située dans la zone atelier de Lemignano di Collecchio dans la province de Parme, à seulement 15
minutes de l’aéroport Giuseppe Verdi et à 20 minutes de la gare de Parme. De la sortie PARMA NORD de l’autoroute A1, prendre la
tangentielle sud, puis prendre la sortie 12 et continuer sur la Via La Spezia direction Collecchio.
GPS: latitude:44.7686009 longitude: 10.27228
MINARI ENGINE c/o Parmakit S.r.l.
Strada Antolini, 18/C
43044 Lemignano di Collecchio - PARMA - Italie
Tel: 0039-(0)521-303413 / Fax: 0039-(0)521-543379
Email: info@minari-engine.com - Web: www.minari-engine.com
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prodotto da: / produced by:

MINARI ENGINE c/o Parmakit S.r.l.
Strada Antolini, 18/C
43044 - Lemignano di Collecchio - Parma - Italy
Tel: 0039-(0)521-303413
Fax: 0039-(0)521-543379
Email: info@minari-engine.com
Web: www.minari-engine.com

SEGUICI SU: / FOLLOW US ON:

Qr Code Google Maps
headquarters
PARMAKIT

COPYRIGHT: PARMAKIT S.r.l.
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